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AN D ALGEBRA FOR LINEARLY QUASI-ORDERED
COMPACT SEMIGROUPS

NEAL J. ROTHMAN

This paper is concerned with obtaining an L1 algebra for
compact commutative linearly quasi-ordered topological semi-
groups. It will be shown that there is a suitable measure
on such a semigroup so that the maximal ideal space of the
L1 algebra with respect to this measure and the bounded
measurable semicharacters modulo equal almost everywhere
can be identified. It is also proved that the condition x2 =
y2 = xy implies x = y is necessary and sufficient that the L1

algebra be semisimple.

Before we begin the study of the semigroups in the title, we
wish to point out the differences in the measures discussed here and
the L1 algebra constructed here with those found in such papers as
[3], [4], [7], [9], [10] and [11]. It is shown in [11] that "r*-invariant"
measures on compact semigroups are supported on the minimal ideal of
such semigroups. The measures used here will have support outside
the minimal ideal. The work in [4] on compact simple semigroups
reduces to the compact group situation in commutative semigroups and
thus there is no relation to our work. In [3], the use of idempotent
measures insures that the support is an ideal, again distinct from the
situation here. The measures in [10] and [11] are again supported on
the minimal ideal of the semigroup and for compact commutative
semigroups would reduce to Haar measure on the minimal ideal, which
is a compact topological group. The development in [7] of the L1

algebra of an interval of idempotent elements is more interesting,
since it involves part of the structure of S/^f (see below). In this
paper, if such an interval is in the semigroup we have required it
to have measure 0. In the special case of algebraically irreducible
compact connected semigroups [14], an U algebra, which combines
the measure in [7] and the techniques to follow, could provide inter-
esting results.

Let S be a compact commutative topological semigroup with
identity satisfying the condition (*) x,yeS and x2 = y2 = xy implies
x = y. It is known [8, VIII 1.3] that such an S is the union of a
family of nonintersecting subsemigroups each of which is a cancel-
lation semigroup and that there is a finest such decomposition. This
finest decomposition may be too fine for the proper introduction of a
measure on S. In fact, the maximal subgroups of S need not be
contained in elements of the decomposition. We will consider a class
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of semigroups which allow a decomposition into cancellation subsemi-
groups each element of whieh will be either a compact topological
group or a cancellation semigroup* which is embeddable in a locally
compact topological group as a subset with interior. In this way,
we will be able to introduce a measure on such an S, construct
L\S) as in [12] and use some of the theory developed there.

Let S now also satisfy the condition that the principal ideals of S
are linearly ordered by inclusion. Such S were called linearly quasi-
ordered in [13] and their structure was considered there. We will
use the results concerning this order without further reference here.

Let E denote the idempotent elements of S and for each e e E,
let H(e) be the maximal subgroup of S containing e. Since S is
commutative with identity, Se is the principal ideal generated by e.
If e, fe E and Se c Sf, then we write e ^ / and note that e ^ / if
and only if ef = e. It is also clear that E, with ^ , is a naturally
totally ordered set in the sense of Clifford [1]. Let β,feE with
e ^ f, then [e, f] = H(e) U (Sf - Se), (e, f) = Sf- Se and (e, /) -
Sf.-(H(f)\jSe).

Let 2)(S) be that decomposition of S such that AeS5(S) if and
only if either A = H(e) for some eeE or A = (e, f) Φ 0 where
e,feE and (e,f)f)E= 0 . We will show that ®(S) is a decompo-
sition of S into cancellation subsemigroups.

LEMMA 1. Let S be a compact commutative linearly quasi-
ordered topological semigroup with identity and satisfying (*). If
(e,f)eD(S) then (1) (e, /) contains a subsemigroup N(f) and N(f)
is either isomorphic to the usual open unit interval (0,1) or
isomorphic to {2~n}~=1 as a subset of the usual unit interval
(2) (e,f) = N(f)H(f) and (3) (β,/) is a cancellation semigroup.

Proof. Let e,feE with (β, f)Φ0 and (β,/) n E = 0 .

( 1 ) Let us consider (e, f) as a subset of So = Sf/Se (Sf — Se ^
Sf/Se — {0}) and let ^ be the equivalence relation of Green [2];
i.e., x^/y if and only if Sox = Soy. Set T = iS0/^/r and let ^ be
the natural map. Then T is a naturally totally ordered semigroup
in the sense of Clifford [1] and is a compact topological semigroup
with 0 and 1 and no other idempotents in the order topology (which
agrees with the original topology). If 0 ^ α, 6, c ^ 1 in T and ac — be
then (since a ^ b or b ^ α, we assume 6 ^ α) there is a ώ e Γ such
that b — ad. From ac — be = adc = αdwc for all integers n > 0 and
the compactness of T, eZw —• 0 or dn —> 1 and thus αc = 0 or α = 6,
since δd" = αdw + 1. If x,y e T with #2 = τ/2 = #?/ and ## Φ 0 then α? = y
by the above and if xy = 0, x2 = 0 and if a? Φ 0 there is an s e (e, />.
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with s2eH(e). Then s2 — es2 — e2s2 = (es)(s) in S and es = s since S
satisfies (*), a contradiction. Hence x = 0 = y and T satisfies (*).

If ac = 0 in T, we assume without any loss of generality that
a = tc for some t e T. Then Ta2 = Tatc = Ttac = 0. Thus a2 = 0 -
02 = 0α and α = 0 since Γ satisfies (*). This is a contradiction, hence
b — a and Γ — {0} is a cancellation semigroup which is easily seen to
be archimedean. By a result of Holder [l], T is isomorphic to a
subsemigroup of the usual unit interval [0,1].

It is clear that T = [0,1] if 1 e (T - {1})~ (the bar denotes closure)
and T = {1} U {0} U K xl, , a?0% •} if 1 ί (Γ - {lι)~. When T =
[0,1], JV(/) exists by [13]; in the other case, for any se(e,f) which
maps to x0 under the ^ equivalence N(f) = {s%}~=1 will work.

(2) Let xeN(f), then for any g eH(f), Sgx = Sfx = Sx and
gx^x. On the other hand, if yj?x then there exists s1 and
s2 G [β, /] so that x = sλy and y — s2x. Now

φ(x) = φ(sύΦ(v) = (̂Sχ)̂ (s2)̂ (a;)

so that 0(si)0(s2) = 1 and sx and s2eH(f); thus yexH(f). It follows
that N(f)H(f) = (e,f).

(3) It is clear that (β, /) is a subsemigroup of S. In order to
see that (e, f) is a cancellation semigroup, let α, x and 2/ e (β, /) with
ax = α̂ /. Let us choose the representations a = ί^, a? = ί2g2 and
7/ = ί3g3 where tl9 ί2, ί3 G iV(/) and ^ , ^2, ̂ 3 G Jϊ(/). From αα; = ay, we
have t^g^z = t^g^g^ hence ίjί2 = ί̂ a and then ί2 = ί8. Thus, for
some teN(f), g^gjb = ί. If ΛΓ(/) = {sw}r=1 and srsfc = sλ for some
fe > 1 and geH(f), then #s = s. For if not, and if #s2 = s2 then
g2s2 Φ s2 by (*), and if gsil = s2^ then ^2s2Z ^ s2 ;̂ but gsfc = sk implies

gs

m = sm for all m^k and #2s2* = s2* for 2̂  ^ 2k and #s = s. It
follows that H(f) has a subgroup G leaving iV(/) fixed. Now x = t2̂ r2

and 2/ = £2#3 and g2g^ e G implies x = y, but tγt2gxg2 = tγt2gγgz, which
implies g2g^ e G and thus x = y. If N(f) = (0,1) the open unit interval,
and if flffic = a? where geH(f) and xeN(f), then flfi/a? —Vx since

= a? = τ/^~ i/lΓ

Thus g leaves ΛΓ(/) fixed. Let xn —•/, {α;n} c # ( / ) . Then flra?Λ -+gf=g
but βfχTO = α;TO —>/ so g — f and it is clear that N(f) is a cancellation
semigroup.

It should be noted that the proof above shows that if (e, /) G ®(S)
and (e,f)/^ff** (0,1), then iϊ(/) operates in a fixed point free manner
on (β, / ) . Thus, (β, /] is a cancellation semigroup. We also note
that if (e,f)/^fφ (0,1) then (e,/] need not be a cancellation semi-
group, for let [e,f] = {-1,1} U {0} (J {2~%}r where - 1 and 1 both act
as the identity on their complement.
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It was shown in [5] that the condition (*) was necessary and
sufficient that the lγ algebra of a discrete topological semigroup be
semisimple. We have used the condition here first to obtain the
preceding lemma so that the choice of a decomposition for a linearly
quasi-ordered semigroup into subsemigroups on which measures can
be introduced would be as natural as possible. We now will drop the
condition (*) until the time to prove it is a necessary and sufficient
condition for the semisimplicity of the algebra we shall construct.
However, in order to be able to introduce a measure on S satisfying
conditions such as in [12, 2.5], we assume that the sets (e, / ) , with
(e,f)f)E= 0 , are subsemigroups of S.

Let ®(S) be such that D e S)(S) implies D is a subsemigroup of S.
Let E1 = [e e E: e e Se\H(e)]. Let SI(S) be that decomposition of

S into subsemigroups such that AeSί(S) if and only if
either (1) A = H(e) for some e £ E1

or (2) A = (e,f] where (β, /) e S)(S) and / e f f ;
or ( 3 ) A = (e,f) where (β, /) e 5>(S) and /g J51

or ( 4 ) A = H(e) where (/, e) g S)(S) for all / ^ β .
A measure can be introduced on each A e 2I(S) in the following

manner. If A — H(e) and egE\ let me be normalized Haar measure
on the compact group H(e). If A = H(e) and eeE\ let me = 0. In
the remaining cases, A = (e,/] or A = (β, / ) . Let r: ΛΓ(/) x H(f)-+
(e, f) be given by τ(ί, h) = ίΛ; then τ is a continuous function. Let
/*/ denote Haar measure on H(f). Let Xf denote Lebesgue measure
on N(f) if N(f) ** (0,1) and counting measure on N(f) if N(f) ^
{2"n}"=1 Giving N(f) x J3"(/) the product measure Xf x ^ , we decree
Ba(e,f) measurable if τ~\B) is measurable in N(f) x H(f), and
define m/(J5) = Xf x μf(τ~\B)).

In this way each A G S I ( S ) has a measure mA assigned such that
Ea A and #e A imply mA(Ex) Ξ> mA(E). A set ΰ c S is measurable
if and only if B f l i is measurable for all AeWί(S) and m(B) =

Π A) is a measure on S.

THEOREM 1. Lei S be a compact commutative linearly quasi-
ordered topological semigroup with identity. If the decomposition
®(S) is such that each element of the decomposition is a subsemigroup
of S, then the decomposition 2I(S) consists of semigroups and there
is a measure m on S such that Ae$ί(S), EaA, and xeA imply
mA(Ex) i> mA{E), where mA — m\A.

DEFINITION. For S a locally compact topological semigroup and
m a regular Borel measure on S, L^S, m) = [μ: μ e M(S) and μ <<m\.
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The definition of Lι(S, m) above is the same as we used in [12].
The measure m has been chosen so that the conditions of [12, Th. 2.5]
are satisfied. We also note that for each AeWi(S) the hypotheses of
[12, Th. 2.3] and [12, Th. 3.3] are satisfied. The Theorem 3 and 4
to follow arise because the condition, x*Ij-{S,m)c:U(S,m) for all
x e S of [12, Th. 3.4] need not hold. However, that condition was
sufficient but not necessary. We have here a weaker condition that
is sufficient to obtain the same conclusions.

THEOREM 2. Let S be as in the previous theorem. Each measur-
able semicharacter θ on an AeWί(S) can be uniquely extended to a
measurable semicharacter θ on S which is zero below A; i.e.,

A - H(e), x e Se\H(e) => θ(x) = 0 .

A = (e,f],xeSe =>θ(%) = 0 .

Proof. If A — H(e), then θ measurable on H(e) implies θ is
continuous on H(e).

Define θ on S by

. _ ίθ(xe) if x e (S\Se) (j H(e)

"~ ( 0 if x G Se\H(e) .

Since θ is continuous on S\Se U H(e) and Se\H(e) is open, hence
measurable, θ is measurable on S.

If A = (e, /] then let

iθ(xf) xeS\Se

( 0 xeSe .

Now θ is continuous on S\Se. Since θ can be extended to the
group generated by N(f) x H(f) to be measurable, and therefore
continuous, and Se is closed, θ is measurable on S.

COROLLARY. // in addition S is connected, then each such ex-
tension of a measurable semicharacter on an Ae§ί(S), is continuous
a.e. (m).

This makes for the great distinction between groups and semi-
groups. Let S = [0,1], xy = min (x, y). Then, every set is measurable
and for each A = H{e), mA — 0 unless A = {0}, where mA is point
mass at 0 and so is m. Thus each semi-character is measurable and
continuous a.e.

However, in the above example, all nonzero and not identically 1
semicharacters are equal almost everywhere to 0. Hence, they all
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generate the multiplicative linear functional h on Z/(S, m),

h(μ) = [τdμ = fodμ = 0 .

It should also be noted that the above semigroup satisfies condition (*).

DEFINITION. Let Δ denote the m measurable semicharacters on
S modulo the relation equal almost everywhere with respect to m.

Let τ be a representative of an element of Δ. For μ e L^S, m),

define h(μ) = \τ dμ. Then, for ftγeL^m),
J

h(μ*i) = \τd(μ*7) = 11r(a?2/)^(da?)τ(di/) = I \

and A is a multiplicative linear functional on L\S, m). Further, if
X = r a.e. (m), then

Iλdμ = Iλ — τdμ + \τ dμ = \τ dμ

since λ — τ = 0 a.e.(m) and hence λ — τ = 0 a.e.(μ). Thus, there is

THEOREM 3. Let S be a compact commutative linearly quasi-
ordered topological semigroup with identity. Let S be such that the
decomposition SI(S) consists of semigroups and m the measure on
S defined as above. Then each measurable semicharacter τ on S
induces a multiplicative linear functional h on LX(S, m) such that
h(μ) = \r dμ. Further two measurable semicharacters induce the
same h if and only if they are equal a.e.(m).

Let h be any multiplicative linear functional on 1/(5, m). It was
shown in [12] that if x e S and μ e L^S, m) imply x*μe //(S, m) then
z(χ) = h(x * μ)/h(μ) was a measurable semicharacter on S(h(μ) Φ 0).
It is not always true that x*μ eL^S, m), but we will still be able
to construct the measurable semicharacter from a given multiplicative
linear functional.

EXAMPLE. Let S = [0, 2] where [0,1] is a usual unit interval,
[1, 2] is a usual unit interval and each element of [1, 2] acts as an
identity element on [0,1]. Let μ be Lebesgue measure of the inter-
val [3/2, 2] and x = 1/2. Then μ < < m but

(x*μ)({x\) - μ[y; xy = x] = μ([l, 2]) Φ 0
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while m({x}) = 0. Thus x*μ$ Lι(S, m).
Let h be a nonzero multiplicative linear functional on U(S, m).

Now, for some A G Sί(S),/& | Z/(A, m j ^ 0, for if not then since
L\Sj m) is the least closed subalgebra of C(S)* containing all
U(A, mA), A G 3 I ( S ) , h woule be identically zero.

Consider then SI0 = [A: Ae Sί(S) and h\U{A, mA) Φ 0] and partially
order by Aι ^ A2 if and only if SA2 c SAλ. Now if A = Hie), eeE,
then SA = Se and if A = (β,/)f e,feE, SA = Sf\H(f) and if A =
(e,f],e,feE,SA = Sf. We now have a family of closed sets
{SA: Ae2ί0}, and these are nested; thus f\Ae^0SAφ 0 . If 2t0 has
a maximal element Ao, let μ0 G Z/(AO, m 0̂) such that /̂ (̂ 0) ^ 0. If
a; e (S\SAQ) U 4̂0, then x*μQ€U(S,m). If £GΛ> then trivially

If a; e S\SA0, then, letting β denote the maximal idempotent element
of Ao, xeeA0 is such that ~xe*μ0 = x*μ0 and hence x*μQ£Lί(S,m).

Let us now define

ίfc(»*i"o)/Λ(j"o) « e (S\SΛ) U Ao
( 0 otherwise.

Then τ is a semicharacter on S and its restriction to Ao is a measur-
able semicharacter on Ao. Thus r is measurable on S.

If 2t0 has no maximal element, let T = f| [SA: A e 9I0] and xeS\T.
Now X G 4 0 for some A0G2ί(S) and there is an Ae% such that
SA c SA0. Hence, there is a μoe Z/(S, m) whose support is contained
in A and h(μ0) Φ 0. Let e denote the maximal idempotent in A, then
x * μϋ = xe * μ0 e U(A, mA) and x*μoe ISiS, m). Note that for any
v G LX(S, m) for which x*ye L^S, m) and λ(v) ^ 0,

and thus

We define

τ(x)

h(μ

• - 1

*(#*);)) = h{μ)h(x*v) — h(x*μ)h(v)

h(x*μo)lh{μQ)

h(x*μo)/h(μo) :

0

- h(x*v)lh(v) .

if xe S\T and fe(//0)

otherwise.

It is easily seen that r is a well defined semicharacter on S and that
τ\A is measurable for each AGSX(S). Hence τ is measurable on S.

Let /ί G LX(S, m) and let ^ G I/°°(S, m) such that h(μ) = Ud/i is a
multiplicative linear functional on L^S, m). If 2I0 has a maximal
element and τ is the measurable semicharacter constructed above and
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μ
0
 e D(S, m) such that h(μ

0
) Φ 0, τ(x) = h(x* μ

o
)/h(μ

Q
) (if τ(x) Φ 0) then

h(μ
o
)\τ(x)μ(dx) = \h(x*μ

o
)μ(dx) = \\\φ(zw)x(dz)μ

o
(dw)μ(dx)

= \\φ{xw)μ,{dw)μ{dx) = ̂ 0/)(/^*^)(#) = h(μ
0
* μ)

= h(μ
o
)h(μ) and hence

If, on the other hand, §ί0 has no maximal element, and τ is

constructed as before this case, then we can still obtain h(μ) = \τdμ.

Now

I zdμ — Σ \ τdμ (the sum over all Ae*Ά(S))
JS JA

= Σ \τd(μ I A) .

Now, for each A e 21(5) where τ Φ 0 on A there is a μeU(S,m)
such that Λ,(μ | A) Φθ and x*μAeL\S1m) for all xeA. Thus by

rc?/̂  and hence h(μ) = \ τdμ.
A JS

There follows

THEOREM 4. Let S he a compact commutative linearly quasi-
ordered topological semigroup with identity. Let S be such that
St(S) consists of subsemigroups and m is the measure on S defined
therefrom. Then each nonzero multiplicative linear functional h
on L^S, m) is such that there is a measurable semicharacter τ on

S such that h(μ) = \τdμ for all μ e L\S, m).

The above two theorems establish a one to one correspondence
between the maximal ideal space of Z/(S, m) and the space A of
equivalent measurable semicharacters on S.

EXAMPLE. Let S = [0, 3] where [0,1] is a usual unit interval and
[2,3] is a usual unit interval but [1,2] is a continuum of idempotent
elements and each interval acts as identity for the ones below

I 1 1 1
0 1 2 3

The measurable semicharacters on S separate points, but the
semicharacters χ[a.,s] where 1 ^ x <̂  2 agree (a.e.) with χ[2,3] which is
also a measurable semicharacter.
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THEOREM 5. Let S be a compact connected commutative linearly
quasi-ordered topological semigroup with identity and L^S, m) the
associated L1 algebra as in the proceeding. Then L1(S1 m) is semi-
simple if and only if (*) x,y e S with x2 = y2 — xy implies x = y.

Before proving the theorem, let us note that we do not exclude
there being a continuum of idempotent elements in S/^. It is also
clear that condition (*) is equivalent to the separation of points by
measurable semicharacters, since as was shown in [6], each AeSl(S),
A Φ H(e), is a cancellation semigroup.

Proof. If Z/(S, m) is semisimple, then L\A, m\A) is semisimple
for each A e A(S). It follows that each A e A(S) is a cancellation semi-
group and hence (*) is satisfied.

On the other hand, if (*) is satisfied each AeWi(S) is a cancel-
lation semigroup and L\A, m\A) is semisimple. If μ is in the
radical of U(S, m), then \τdμ = 0 for all measurable semicharacters
τ. Let A G 2 I ( S ) with m(A) Φ 0. Now A is either a compact group
H{f) with f$E', or A = (e,f) or A - (e,f]m

Let τ be any semicharacter which is the extension of a semi-
character on A and 0 below A. Let

τ on S\A

0 elsewhere .

Then θ is a measurable semicharacter on S and not equal a.e.(m) to

τ. Thus \τ - θdμ = 0. But, Iτ — θdμ = I τd{μ\A) and μ\A is in

the radical of &{A> m\A), that is μ | A = 0 and hence μ = 0 and
Z/(S, m) is semisimple.
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